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Abstract— Today’s automotive innovations are costumer 

driven and cost of the automobile. The market is towards 

providing more and more features to costume at 

comparative cost. One of such cost comparative areas is 

Automotive Interiors. The objective of this research work is 

design a low cost Armrest which meets the Functionality 

Requirement of an Automobile. The armrest hinge is 

equipped with torsion springs which help to open the 

Armrest and due to uncoiling of the springs bouncing effect 

during armrest opening and rattling of armrest around the 

hinge creates rattling noise and to reduce the bounce effect 

and make the movement smoother the dampers are installed 

at hinges which can provide the controlled rotation of 

hinges. The purpose of the study is to eliminate the dampers 

and to design an Armrest hinge to obtain a controlled output. 

Finite Element Method (FEM) and Physical Testing 

correlation consists of several tasks such as finite element 

modelling, dynamic analysis, Physical testing, correlation, 

model updating and propose a design solution with 

Validation of the proposed design. The functionality 

requirements are identified and Physical test is performed as 

investigative tools along and Physical test armrest opening 

time is considered as target for FEA simulation. Armrest 

opening time is measured using the video loaded in 

Hyperview and Ls-Dyna solver is used for FE Analysis. 

FEM model design parameters are updated using iterative 

model updating process to achieve good correlation between 

FEM and Test results. Once acceptable correlation is 

achieved, many alternative modifications can be evaluated 

using only FEM to reduce the Bounce back of armrest. 

Based on the implementation cost and feasibility, a counter 

measure will be selected and implemented in the next phase 

model. This study will help to solve the bouncing effect and 

also will be a guideline for future Armrest design varying 

from simple to complex design or light weight to heavy 

weight Armrest. 

Key words: Physical Test, Finite Element Analysis, Modal 

analysis, Correlation, Ls-Dyna, Validation and Vehicle door 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The most important customer-facing elements of any new 

vehicle are Performance, Features, Feel, Storage space, and 

Appearance of automotive interiors and along with Noise, 

Vibration and Harshness (NVH) directly impacts the 

customer experience and helps identify the quality of 

product put into the design and construction of a new 

automobile. The functionality of any product is very 

important and the purpose of the product designed has to 

meet, this study is to design a low cost Armrest which meets 

the requirements of Automotive. Centre Console Armrest 

with the help of Full Dynamic/ Structural Simulations. Here, 

both Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and Physical test are 

performed as investigative tools along with correlation. 

Armrest opening time is measures and Ls-Dyna solver is 

used for FE Analysis. 

The available CAD data and Test Model to be 

compared and testing is performed and these results are used 

as inputs to FE simulation and the FE model is built as per 

YFAI standards and a base simulations is compared with 

Physical test results. If both correlation between physical 

and FE tests is not close then necessary model updating in 

FE are done until correlation is achieved. Many Design 

modifications and its combinations can be incorporated in 

FE model and simulated without actually manufacturing the 

parts to reduce the bouncing of Armrest, since in FEA 

method it is feasible and costs less to incorporate counter 

measures and check out the best of various options and then 

the proposed solution are checked for cost and 

manufacturing feasibility. 

But the predicting capability of FEM is always not 

accurate due to factors like uncertainty parameters and 

assumptions. Therefore the need for correlation is 

mandatory to validate the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) 

model with Physical testing. The correlation can be 

improved by varying the modelling techniques involved in 

the FEA model and boundary conditions.  

In this work, both FE modal analysis and Physical 

test are used as investigative tools along with correlation. 

Lab Testing is done whereas in FEA, Hyperworks-13 as 

Pre-processors & Post-processor whereas LS-Dyna solver is 

used. The Floor Console Assembly geometry is modelled in 

CATIA. The correlation was improved through model 

updating process of simulation model, considering the 

testing result as target. Finally, a validated simulation model 

is achieved with acceptable correlation using which many 

alternative modifications can be estimated time/cost-

efficiently. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1) Karthik, 2016 et.al; DOE used approach for refinement 

of the global modes. He also successfully provided 

counter measure proposals for the low frequency 

problems in an automotive by refinement of the global 

modes in a good structured manner 

2) Nilesh Dehariya, 2015 et.al; performed optimization of 

the BIW for multi domain (NVH & Durability) 

functionality using MMO approach for size 

optimization. Weight saving of 2.68 Kg was achieved 

with satisfactory BIW performance in modal analysis 

and sound pressure level analysis. 

3) Aizzat S. Yahaya Rashid, 2014 et.al; Improved the 

dynamic Characteristics of Body-in-White Structure 

Using Structural Optimization. This study also 

concluded that the topology or size optimization or a 

combination yields a BIW that produces a more 

balanced solution comprising higher natural frequencies 
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for the respective modes with minimal drawbacks such 

as increasing the weight, manufacturability, and 

concentrations of stress. 

4) Hsing Lung Lewis Liu, 2008 et.al; A vehicle armrest 

assembly includes an armrest, a ratchet mechanism 

having a linear ratchet plate that cooperates with a pawl 

locking assembly to permit vertical adjustment of the 

armrest. An adjuster of the armrest permits pivotal 

adjustment of the armrest as well as pivoting to a 

nonuser position. 

5) Brent D. Rockafellow, 2006 et.al; The armrest mounted 

to a base and a method of inhibiting the movement of an 

armrest is disclosed. The armrest comprises an armrest 

support member coupled to the base which is movable 

in a linear direction between a first position and a 

second position. The armrest also includes a release 

mechanism configured to retain the armrest support 

member between the first position and the second 

position. The method comprises operating the user 

interface to reduce friction between the cam and rail 

sufficient to allow the movement of the armrest support 

member, moving the armrest support member between 

forward position and reverse position, and releasing the 

user interface by the cam applies sufficient friction to 

inhibit movement of the armrest support member. 

6) Seok-Hwan Kim, 2006 et.al; The longitudinal extension 

mechanism of an armrest is provided. When the armrest 

rotates to a horizontal position, the armrest extension 

automatically protrudes by a certain length and the total 

length of the armrest is increased, thereby maximizing 

the convenience to a user. In addition, when the armrest 

rotates to a vertical posture, the total length of the 

armrest is decreased, thereby improving a reception 

ability and appearance. 

7) Marcel S. Mic, 2004et.al; A sliding arm-rest console 

assembly for a vehicle includes a console and a storage 

bin disposed within the console to allow objects to be 

stored therein. The assembly includes a stowage door 

pivotally connected to the console for opening and 

closing the storage bin in an open position and a closed 

position. The assembly further includes a sliding arm-

rest disposed over the stowage door to slide between a 

retracted position over the stowage door and an 

extended position extending forward past the stowage 

door. A slide guide cooperates with the storage door to 

latch the storage door to the console in the closed 

position and cooperates with the sliding arm-rest to 

guide movement of the sliding arm-rest along the 

storage door between the retracted position and the 

extended position when the storage door is in the closed 

position. 

8) Aleksandar D. Malusev, 2001et.al; An armrest 

assembly for a seat having stowed and deployed 

positions is invented. Armrest assembly including a 

member having a track, and an armrest having a 

proximal end and a distal end, the armrest to the track at 

the distal end and able to slide along the track from the 

stowed position to the deployed position  

9) Jurgen Korber, 1999et.al; An automobile centre console 

has an associated armrest with a lifting and transverse 

shifting mechanism that exerts on the armrest a 

combination of a lifting movement and a transverse 

displacement toward one of the two front seats. The 

lifting and transverse shifting mechanism is located on a 

guide carriage that is linearly movable by a linear guide 

device along the centre console in the lengthwise 

direction of the vehicle  

10) Kurt A Bart, 1997 et.al; The paper deals with adjustable 

armrest with a ratchet mechanism is provided to restrict 

downward movement of the armrest and allow upward 

movement to adjust the armrest position relative to the 

seat back. If the armrest is currently at a higher position 

than desired, the armrest must be raised to the upper end 

of the adjustment range to release the pawl. The armrest 

is returned to the lower end of the adjustment range, and 

then adjusted upward to the desired position. 

A. Literature Gap  

Above papers gives ideas about Adjustable Armrest design 

and Optimization of various automotive parts. Crash 

requirements or crashworthiness of interiors are studied in 

details and although very lees study or research is carried on 

Functionality of the interiors components. It may therefore 

mandatory to investigate the Functionality requirements and 

bouncing effect which also would be helpful to gain better 

understanding of the dynamic characteristics of the Centre 

console Armrest structure at stopper region. 

III. OVERVIEW 

A Floor Console is a collection of function, comfort, and 

convenience items housed in a single unit between the driver 

and passenger seat. These items can vary, but often include 

armrests, storage bins, cup holders, Trim, power outlets, 

switches, park brake, and shifter. Floor Console consists of 

different Parts which are listed below and shown in Fig-1: 

1) Armrest Assembly 

2) End Cap 

3) Side Panels 

4) Base 

5) Storage Bin 

6) Trim Plate 

7) Top Finish Panel 

8) Trim Rings 

9) Shifter Top 

10) Switch Modules 

 
Fig. 1:  Floor Console Assembly 

The Console Armrest functionality requirements 

are as listed below and these requirements are the 

motivation to take up this study as my dissertation. 

 Armrest should open in less than a second. 
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 Armrest opening has to be smooth without any jerks or 

sudden stoppage. 

 No permanent deformation or breakage at hinge area. 

A. Objectives: 

1) To perform the Experimental Analysis and identify the 

Armrest opening time & bouncing effect of current 

Design. 

2) To build FE model & perform FE Analysis as per YFAI 

standards to match the Physical test setup. 

3) To achieve the correlation between Experimental and 

FE Analysis by updating FE model. 

4) Optimise the bounce effect by providing the counter 

measures in FE test setup. 

5) Validation of counter measures by performing the 

Physical test by incorporating the counter measures. 

B. Methodology: 

The different tasks performed on this work are shown 

schematically in Fig-2. 

 
Fig. 2: Project Methodology 

The different stages carried to optimize the Centre 

Console Armrest Design to reduce the bouncing are 

schematically in figure 2. Two vertical will be followed to 

address current issue and they are.  

1) Physical Testing or Experimental Test  

2) Virtual Testing or FE Simulation    

C. Alternate Solution 

 In this section we will consider different alternatives which 

are proven solutions for many of the existing Armrest hinge 

bounce control, but these solution will cost the company and 

moreover this program being a low cost segment below 

solution are not recommended, so there is a need to reduce 

the bouncing effect without damper and extra parts. The cost 

analysis is also done with damper and without dampers are 

as follows in Table-01 which will help to understand the 

scope for improvement. 

 
Table 1: Cost Analysis Sheet 

The Cost analysis consists of eight parameters out 

of which first four are of direct cost involved and rest of are 

the efforts taken production plant to manufacture one 

Armrest Assembly. 

D. Hinge Damper: 

Hinge damper are installed at hinge. These are the 

cylindrical vessels containing viscous fluid which generates 

friction torque during opening to avoid bounce. Dampers 

will cost and there has to be a design modification to 

incorporate the dampers. 

 
Fig. 3: Hinge Damper 

E. EPDM foam: 

This is most effective solution for current project. Foam 

pieces are glued at Armrest liner contacting faces. This 

Foam pieces absorbs shock energy and compresses so that 

bouncing is vanished, but this will fail to perform in 

durability test. 

 
Fig. 4: EPDM Foam 

F. Finite Element Method 

The 3D CAD model was developed using CATIA V5 and 

meshed with an average mesh size of around 5mm. The 

pre/Post processor used for this work is Hypermesh-13 

(product of Altair). The model was assigned the boundary 

conditions as per Physical Testing setup. The FEA software 

package used is LS-Dyna from LSTC. The detailed CAD 

and FE model is shown in Fig-6. The following 

representation have been used to model the different 

connections as listed below, 

 1D Elements – Rigid Spider, Beams, Damper & Joints. 
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 2D Elements- Shell Elements. 

 3D Elements – Solid Elements. 

FEM is a numerical procedure which provides 

estimated solutions to general field problems by discretizing 

the continuum into a finite number of small elements. 

 
Fig. 5: CAD and FE Model of 

The main goal of FEM strength and deformation 

analysis is to evaluate the mechanical properties of a 

component or assembly when it is subjected to real or 

assumed loads which are done at an intermediate stage of 

the design process, before expensive and time-consuming 

test rig experiments are initiated. FEM can also be used to 

analyse dynamic oscillations or vibrations and conduct 

strength and durability analyses. 

Input available: 

 Input available is CAD data of Production release stage. 

 All Meta Data is available like BOM, issue list etc. 

 The Product model of Production stage is available for 

observation. 

 Please consider below for Project description. 

No of Parts in a given Floor console product are 

listed below; 

1) FC Body 

2) FC Box 

3) Armrest Lid Upper 

4) Armrest Lid Lower 

5) Rear Console Panel 

Steps to Start Meshing 

1) Spend sufficient time in studying the geometry: 

2) Time estimation 

3) Geometry check: 

CAD was checked before proceeding the Meshing job 

below are the check performed. 

 Free edges 

 Scar lines 

 Duplicate surfaces 

 Flow of the mesh 

 Small fillets 

 Proper capture of the geometry 

 Intersection of parts (assembly of components) 

The basic steps are followed for starting meshing 

and also as per YFAI guidelines followed on how to avoid 

bad meshing. These criteria for avoiding bad ways of 

meshing and these steps are set by experience over the years 

and learning form the past programs and by expert advice in 

the respective domain. If these are followed the analyst 

would get good correlation between the FE simulation and 

Physical test result. 

IV. PHYSICAL TESTING 

A. Physical Test setup: 

Actual test model is shown in below Fig-6 the figure shows 

Floor Console model armrest at two positions those are 

Armrest at Closed and Armrest at full extended position. 

Continuous rattling of armrest around the hinge creates 

rattling noise. The Bouncing effect is observed after Armrest 

opening in its Extended or fully open Position. 

 
Fig. 6: Physical setup for Armrest functionality test 

Below are the calculations performed to know the 

Force for Armrest at different Angles and to know the cause 

for the problem as shown in the Fig-7. 

B. Problem Cause 

 
Fig. 7: Problem cause 

 Radius to C.G. (R1) = 116.21 mm 

 Radius to point to force (R2) = 249.8 mm 

 Angle of C.G. from horizontal (Ɵ1) = 17.423˚ 

 Travel of Armrest (Ɵ2) = 70˚ 

 Maximum Spring Deflection at close condition (Ɵ3) = 

80˚ 

 K spring = 6.224 N.mm/degree 

 Weight (W) = 4 N. 
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Torque due to Gravity (τ1) = -W x cos (Ɵ1 + Ɵ2) x R1 

Torque due to Gravity (τ2) = K spring (Ɵ3 - Ɵ2) 

At 70˚, 

τ1= -4 x cos (17.423 + 70) x 116.21 = -20.9 Nmm 

τ2 = K spring (Ɵ3- Ɵ2) = 6.224 x (80-70) = 62.24 Nmm 

Total torque = τ1 + τ2 = 41.34 Nmm       

 Force = Total Torque/ R2 

  = 41.34 /249.8 

  =0.165 N 

The actual force is double as that of calculated one as two 

springs are being used. 

Armrest Travel 70 degrees in 1 second. Thus, 

Rotational velocity = 70 degree/s = 1.2217 rad/s. The 

moment arm around the hinge is 55 mm. Thus velocity 

during full opening causing impact and bounce is = 1.2217 x 

55 =67.19 mm/s. This Force and velocity is responsible for 

Rattling and bouncing effect. 

C. Test Procedure: 

1) The Centre console model is placed on a flat surface in 

armrest at closed condition at room temperature. 

2) To time is measured using a normal video camera by 

shoot the test and noting the start and end time of the 

armrest opening. 

3) Release the Armrest latch of armrest closed time. 

4) Repeat the test for three times on same model takes the 

mean of the time for armrest to attend the final position. 

5) The above procedure is repeated for three different 

Console Assemblies to overcome the error due to 

manufacturing defects or tolerance. 

6) Check for the white marks and part breakage at Armrest 

hinge region. 

D. Experimental Results: 

Results obtained from Armrest functionality test are time 

taken for Armrest from Closed position to full open 

position. The experimental readings are as follows in Table-

02 

 
Table 1: Result from Base Physical Test Setup 

V. CORRELATION AND MODEL UPDATING 

A. Correlation  

Correlation is the process of identifying measure of 

similarity and differences between the calculated FEM and 

measured FE Simulation results. Correlation activity 

performed here compares two parameters Armrest Opening 

time and Bounce of Armrest. Armrest opening time of 

Physical Test V/s FEA is tabulated below table Table-3. 

After updating the FE model the results and 

behaviour are close to Physical base setup results and now 

this model can be used to propose the design solution using 

LS-dyna. 

 
Table 3: Comparison between Base Model Test V/s FEA 

model Armrest Opening time 

Fig-8 is the graph of FEA model the below figure 

has four section. Spring Loading, Opening, Bouncing and 

Settled  

In first phase the Armrest is closed from open 

condition to completely closed condition and also the pre-

tension of the spring is considered in FEA simulation. 

Second stage is Armrest opening for closed to open position 

(70º). Bouncing is the phase of vibration caused due the 

excess torsion in the spring. Finally the settled phase is the 

phase where the vibration is negligible and accepted by 

costumer as magnitude is less. 

 
Fig. 8: FAE Bounce effect of Base Model 

The blue line the Base model and the Brown is the 

optimized model the optimized is take more time as 

compared to base to open but the optimized model is taking 

very less time to settle as compared to base model 

B. Model Updating  

The approximations and assumptions considered during 

FEM simulation are quite high when compared to the 

experimental testing. So it is logical to improve correlation 

through model updating of FEA model. FEA model has lot 

of parameters like young’s modulus, thickness, Poisson’s 

ratio, density and so on which can be altered to improve the 

correlation. Two methods are used in model updating 

process namely, mismatch reduction and model update 

through optimization. 

During correlation there exists lot of physical 

phenomenon like contact, friction and non-linear property 

etc., that can’t be modelled in a linear FEM model without 

sufficient assumptions. The assumptions might be 
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ineffective and fine tuning can be performed with an 

optimization procedure. Based on previous experience the 

Friction coefficient between Plastic parts is assigned as per 

material properties. Spring Torsion test data is not available 

so the Torsion spring is modelled by Solid elements with 

Elastic material. The Young’s modules plays important role 

in bounce back so with multiple simulations we have used a 

correction factor with Damping in axil and Bending for 

Spring Elastic Material.      

The simulation model now can be termed as 

validated numerical model and it can be used with 

confidence instead of performing Iterations on Physical 

setup, thus saving a lot of time, effort and cost.  

VI. CONTER MEASURES 

Analysing the problem in Test and FE setup the solution or 

design modifications at the stopper region would help to 

reduce the bouncing and vibration in the model. After 

studying the tools of Hinge region and the solution has to 

cost least and the modification cannot be on large scale. 

Many proposals were given but design inspired and 

tooling departments rejected as the cost of tool 

modifications was high finally a dove-tail male and female 

assembly design solution is provided which helps to reduce 

the speed of the Armrest after 65º of rotation and once the 

male portion is inserted into female the force needed to 

escape for the male from female will be higher than the 

spring force. Below Fig-9 is the section of counter measure. 

A simple milling process on is sufficient to create the profile 

in the tool in the existing tool which is costing YFAI very 

less and even the tool modifications can be done in house. 

 
Fig. 9: Counter Measure 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Co-correlation of Physical test with FEA simulation was 

done on base model. The Test V\s FAE study shows that the 

proposed design solution for current bounce issue can be 

resolved by very less modification in the existing tool of 

Hinge and Armrest stopper. For future programs to design 

an Armrest without or with minimum bouncing effect a 

process and parameters are set. Also Optimized Armrest 

Assembly is done considering the existing model and Tools 

which resulted in appreciable cost savings to the costumer.  

VIII. VALIDATION 

The validation for Base model and updated model for FEA 

model is achieved and changes are incorporated in the 

physical set up and the test on Optimized Test and FE 

models are Table-03 shows the time of CAE V/s Test 

models for both Base and Optimized models. Also the test 

video is compared for both Base and Optimized model to 

ensure the dynamic behaviour of the model. 

IX. FUTURE SCOPE 

A characteristic curve or a Table has to be generated using 

LS-Opt with which the design at stopper region can be 

recommended for future programs can be used just by 

knowing the Weight of Armrest, Type of Torsion Spring, 

Armrest Opening Angle, Desired Armrest Opening Time. 

This will save design time, efforts and cost involved in 

future Centre console Programs in future. 
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